
Sticker Templates for 
Student Notebooks

Print on Label Paper



The first printable page (p.6) contains stickers for making standard algebra tiles 

in the usual colors. Add the second page (p.7) to include negatives as well.

Another color option is included just for fun (p.9-10) and a blank (uncolored) 
version (p.8) is included as well if you need to print in black and white. Students 

can color the black and white Algebra Tiles themselves if they want to.

Choose the pages you would like and print on Avery labels #22816
(Affiliate link for this compatible set of sticker labels.)

Students will cut along dividing lines before peeling and using the stickers.

More free math materials:
I send additional notebook stickers like this, and other creative free downloads 

for your classroom by email. Get the free toolkit of tons of creative math 
materials in your inbox here.

Using the Templates

https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B007NG29XK/ref=as_li_tl?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=9325&creativeASIN=B007NG29XK&linkCode=as2&tag=mathgira-20&linkId=399f469917cba364500fb5f6e16095d8
https://www.mathgiraffe.com/blog/free-toolkit-teaching-math-with-creativity


If you are planning to use Algebra Tiles for factoring and want students to get familiar with them, you 
will likely have a set on hand for them to use as a manipulative. They'll practice using them in class as 

you model it. But the challenge is that they don't have a permanent representation of what they 
arrange on their desktop.

They'll lay out the algebra tiles on the table, start to understand the concept, and learn how to factor 
using algebra tiles. But they won't have anything to take away as a model to review from. It can be 

nice to have another version that they keep in their notebooks. Just a few examples will do. This way, 
they can have a copy to take home.

These sticker templates are an easy way for kids to have a representation of the algebra tiles in their 
own notebooks.

To use the templates, just pick a color (I've included standard coloring that matches the algebra tiles 
you probably have in your classroom, as well as another fun color option), then print a page for each 
student. They'll quickly cut down the lines for the smaller ones, and then they can peel and stick them 

right into their notebooks as you do notes and examples.

I'd recommend only printing one or two sets of stickers per student. That way you don't need to get 
too many sheets of label paper. This way, you can do a couple of examples with the real algebra 
tiles, then do one or two different example problems that they can model in their notes with these 

stickers.

Of course, they can also then just draw the tiles themselves later on if they want to keep modeling 
problems this way on worksheets or homework. They will not need to use stickers every single time. It 
just offers a nice in-between option for them where the hands-on effect of a manipulative and the 

permanent drawing version to keep in a notebook can meet halfway.

If you use these too long, it will likely become too cumbersome and not be worth it anymore. Try just 
using a sheet of these when you introduce each new way to model with algebra tiles. 

Using the Templates



There are so many 

ways to use stickers to 

make notebooks 

interactive, visual, 

and more efficient!
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See the full blog post for ideas, and subscribe to get more 

templates in your inbox at mathgiraffe.com

https://www.mathgiraffe.com/blog/using-sticker-templates-in-math-notes
https://www.mathgiraffe.com/


Terms of Use

Thanks so much for downloading this file!

This resource is for personal use in your own classroom only.  The 

copyright is owned by Math Giraffe and all rights are reserved.  

Permission is granted to copy pages for your own students.

Placing any part of this file anywhere online is a violation of the Digital 

Millennium Copyright Act.

You may:
- Print this file and distribute it to your students

- Use it in your own classroom

You may not:
- Upload it on the internet to another site in any form

- Sell it, sell any part of it, or sell anything based upon it

- Share it without permission

I hope that you and your students enjoy this!

© Copyright 2022 Math Giraffe

Clip Art & Font Credit

https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/Expressive-Monkey-the-Art-Teachers-Little-Helper
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/Rebeccab-Designs
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/The-Clipart-Factory
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/Saybeluga
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/Kimberly-Geswein-Fonts
https://www.etsy.com/shop/Nedti











